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	Basic lay-out Beleduc_Health front(3-6)
	Basic lay-out Beleduc_Health back

	content:  1 wooden frame with magnetic pen, 8 template cards
	main goal: Fine motor skills 2: Using the pincer grasp to hold the pen.
	extra goals: Mathematical skills: Learning to identify and name colors. Language skills: Learning to identify and name objects by talking to other players about the template cards.Fine motor skills: Learning to make smooth movements with your hands and fingers by using the magnetic pen.Science skills: Learning about the effects of magnets by experimenting with the magnetic pen.
	basic concept: 
	step 1: Place the wooden frame and the template cards on a table.
	step 2: Take a card that shows an image with colored surfaces (without a background) and dots in a stronger color shade. Place the card into the wooden frame.
	step 3: Use the magnetic pen to put the colored balls into the corresponding holes of the same color on top of the template cards.
	advanced concept: 
	advanced concept1: Play the game with the same rules as written above. Look at the different motif cards and choose one that is more difficult. Try to solve the task. Challenge yourself and use your left (non-dominant) hand to hold the magnetic pen. 
	Text2: Physical Education
	product: LogiPic   
	activities: Have the children color their own template card. Have them take a blank template card and ask them to try to imagine a image they like (an animal, a landscape or a pattern). Have them draw it on the template card using colored pencils. Give the template card to another child to solve.Talk to the children about the different images that you can see on the cards. Have each child choose a template card to describe. Which card does the child like most and why? Encouage the children to be as detailed as possible.
	productNO: 21020          
	main observation: Is the child able to use the pincer grasp to hold the magnetic pen?
	extra observation: Is the child able to understand the topic seen on the assignment card?Does the child get easily frustrated? Does the child need help?Is the child able to play and correct his/her work on his/her own?Can the child name his/her favorite card and explain why?Is the child able to identify and name the different colors?
	Text1: Fine Motor Skills


